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Experimental review of Lepton Flavor Violation searches

M. Hernández Villanueva
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Deutsches Elektronen–Synchrotron, 22607 Hamburg, Germany

A review of the experimental status in searches for charged Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) is
presented. Searches for LFV in decays of leptons, heavy mesons, and bosons are explored, with an
emphasis on the experiments providing the best constraints in each sector. In addition, prospects
for upper limits by current and upcoming experiments in the next decade are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the Standard Model (SM), Lepton Flavor is a
conserved quantity given the left-handed chirality of
massless neutrinos. The experimental results in neu-
trino oscillation show that neutrinos change flavor,
enabling Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) as an es-
tablished fact. In a minimum extension of the SM
where neutrinos have a non-zero mass, charged LFV
is enabled via neutrino oscillations but heavily sup-
pressed by GIM mechanisms with branching ratios of
∼ 10−50, making them unobservable in current ex-
periments. Most extensions of the Standard Model
enhance the branching ratio of LFV channels up to
10−7, making any significant observation a clear sig-
nature of physics Beyond Standard Model (BSM). On
the other hand, setting upper limits on the branching
ratio of LFV translates into limits on the parameters
associated with BSM models.

In the literature, there are several reviews where
LFV is discussed exhaustively from the theoretical
and experimental point of view [1–4]. In this talk,
an experimental overview is presented focusing on the
strongest limits set to the date. In addition, prospects
on limits to be set in future facilities are shown.

II. LFV IN MUONS

A. µ+ → e+γ

The decay µ+ → e+γ was the first search of a
LFV mode, even before the neutrino was discovered,
testing an alternative hypothesis without neutrinos to
the decay of a muon [5]. Since then, many exper-
iments have performed searches for the signature of
µ+ → e+γ: a final state in the center-of-mass system
of a back-to-back, monochromatic positron, and pho-
ton with an energy of 52.8 MeV each. The two main
background sources are (i) the irreducible background
µ+ → e+γνeν̄µ when the neutrinos are low energetic,
and (ii) the ”accidental” background µ+ → e+νeν̄µ
combined with a photon from elsewhere.

The current best limit for µ+ → e+γ comes from
the MEG experiment at the PSI laboratory. It con-
sists of a target stopping muons from a µ+ beam,

a drift chamber, scintillating timing counters, and a
calorimeter immersed in the magnetic field generated
by a superconducting magnet [6]. Figure 1 shows the
schematic view of the MEG experiment. With the
full data set of 7.5 × 1014 muons stopped on target
from 2009 to 2013, MEG sets an upper limit for the
branching ratio of B(µ+ → e+γ) < 4.2×10−13 at 90%
C.L. [7].

FIG. 1: Schematic view of the MEG experiment with
the decay of a muon in the stopping target. Figure

from [7].

The upgraded experiment MEG-II at PSI is de-
signed to record a muon decay rate twice that of the
previous experiment, expecting to reach a sensitivity
of ∼ 10−14 with 3 years of data taking [8].

B. µ+ → e+e−e+

The other possibility for searches of LFV in muon
decays is via the channel µ+ → e+e−e+, where two
positrons and an electron coming from the same vertex
are combined to search for an invariant mass matching
the mass of the muon. Main backgrounds contribu-
tions come from the decays µ+ → e+e−e+νeν̄µ when
the neutrinos carry low energy, and accidental back-
grounds from µ+ → e+νeν̄µ plus an electron-positron
pair coming from photon conversion.

The strongest limit for µ+ → e+e−e+ comes from
the SINDRUM experiment at PSI. A muon beam of
28 MeV/c is stopped in the center of the detector
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at a rate of ∼ 5 × 106µ+/s, and the electrons and
positrons coming from muons decays are detected in
five concentric multiwire proportional chambers and
a cylindrical array of 64 scintillation counters im-
mersed in a magnetic field of 0.33 T. With no sig-
nificant excess in the signal region, an upper limit of
B(µ+ → e+e−e+) < 1.0×10−12 at 90% C.L. is set [9].

The Mu3e experiment at PSI aims for a sensitiv-
ity of 10−16 in the upper limit for the decay µ+ →
e+e−e+ by the end of the decade [10]. Such an im-
provement of four orders of magnitude with respect
to the current limit comes with experimental chal-
lenges to handle the projected rate of 109 µ+/s, using
low-density pixel detectors as a tracking system and
a modern data acquisition system able to handle the
high rates. Figure 2 shows the schematic view of the
Mu3e experiment.

FIG. 2: Schematic view of the Mu3e experiment,
simulating the decay of a muon in the stopping

target. Figure from [11].

C. µ−N → e−N

The conversion of a muon into an electron in the
field of a nucleus represents a LFV process when no
neutrinos are produced in the final state. In such a
scenario, the kinematics of the process is modeled by a
two-body decay as illustrated in Figure 3, and the final
state contains a mono-energetic electron with energy

Eµe = mµ − Ebinding − Erecoil, (1)

wheremµ is the mass of the muon, Ebinding is the bind-
ing energy of the 1s state, and Erecoil is the nuclear
recoil energy for a muonic atom, dependent on the
atomic nucleus [12]. The main source of background
is decay-in-orbit events where the captured muon de-
cays to µ− → e−ν̄eνµ, faking signal events when the
energy of the electron is close to Eµe.

The current best limit comes from SINDRUM II at
PSI, setting a limit in the rate of neutrinoless µ − e

<latexit sha1_base64="/PPNSS+WnRO119GSl1R56hM6oTE=">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</latexit>

μ−
e−

FIG. 3: µ− e conversion in the field of a nucleus.

conversion relative to ordinary muon capture of

µ−N → e−N

captured µ−N
< 3.3× 10−13 (2)

using a gold target that produces a mono-energetic
electron with Eµe = 95.56 MeV [13].

Several collaborations are preparing experiments for
improving the limits on µ−N → e−N conversions.
The Mu2e experiment under construction at Fermi-
lab projects a sensitivity down to O(10−17) using alu-
minum disks as stoping target that produce as signal
electrons with Eµe = 104.97 MeV [14]. The COMET
experiment at J-PARC aims to reduce the upper limit
down toO(10−15) for Phase-I andO(10−17) for Phase-
II, using also aluminum as a target [15]. The DeeMe
experiment also at J-PARC is being prepared for a
sensitivity of O(10−13) using a SiC target [16].

III. LFV IN TAU LEPTONS

The τ ’s rate production at current colliders (109/yr)
is much lower with respect to the production of muons
in coming facilities (1011/s). In addition, the lifetime
of the τ lepton is significantly shorter and its decays
must be studied in the production spot, without pos-
sibility of being transported like in the case of muons.
However, thanks to the larger mass of the τ lepton,
the BSM branching ratios can be orders of magnitude
larger than the corresponding muon decays. More-
over, the τ lepton is heavy enough to enable searches
of neutrinoless semileptonic decays.

Upper limits for LFV modes in τ lepton decays
are mostly dominated by B-Factories Belle [17] and
BaBar [18], designed to collide with high-intensity
electrons and positrons at the Υ(4S) energy in the
center-of-mass system. The B-Factories share as com-
mon characteristics a well-defined initial state up to
initial-state radiation (ISR), high vertex resolution,
and dedicated subsystems for calorimetry and parti-
cle identification. The cross-section for production of
τ lepton pairs is of the same order than for the pro-
duction of B mesons, making the B-Factories optimal
experiments for searches of rare τ lepton decays.
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A. τ− → `−γ

Even in presence of bounds for µ → eγ, rates
for the counterparts τ− → `−γ with `− = e−, µ−

can be higher by orders of magnitude. Furthermore,
τ− → µ−γ is considered one of the golden modes
for the search of LFV in τ decays, having the largest
branching ratio in models where the LFV is induced
by heavy BSM particles in one-loop diagrams [19].
However, searches for τ− → `−γ in e+e− colliders are
affected by strong backgrounds ilustrated in Figure 4.
An irreducible background coming from τ− → `−ν̄`ντ
decays plus a photon coming from elsewhere, and
Bhabha or di-muon events from electron-positron col-
lision misidentified as τ lepton pairs.

<latexit sha1_base64="MMJ9dNze5V4lBo9YLYqLsW/ym6k=">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</latexit>

γ ντ

ν̄ℓ

ℓ

(a) Irreducible background

<latexit sha1_base64="MMJ9dNze5V4lBo9YLYqLsW/ym6k=">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</latexit>

γ
ℓ

ℓ

(b) Mis-id tagging

FIG. 4: Main background contributions in searches
of the decay τ+ → `+γ in e+e− collisions.

Both B-Factories BaBar and Belle have searched
for the LFV decays τ− → `−γ with a recorded inte-
grated luminosity of 516 fb−1 and 988 fb−1 respec-
tively. Search for signal events is performed in a 2D
region, where the kinematics of the 2-body decay es-
tablishes a well-defined signal region. BaBar identifies
signal candidates with the beam-energy constrained τ
mass (mEC), defined from a kinematic fit after re-
quiring the center-of-mass τ energy to be

√
s/2 and

assigning the origin of γ to the point of closest ap-
proach of the signal lepton to the e+e− axis, simul-
taneously with ∆E = (ECM`γ −

√
s/2); Belle uses the

beam-constrained invariant mass (Mbc) vs ∆E phase

space, being Mbc =
√

(ECMbeam)2 − |~pCM`γ |2. Figure 5

shows remaining events after the selection criteria is
applied for τ− → e−γ and τ− → µ−γ candidates in
BaBar and Belle respectively. As no significant excess
has been found in the signal region [20, 21], the best
90% C.L. upper limits have been set as

B(τ− → e−γ) < 3.3× 10−8 (BaBar),

B(τ− → µ−γ) < 4.2× 10−8 (Belle).
(3)

The Belle II experiment is the major upgrade and
successor of Belle, expected to collect 50 ab−1 by the
end of its operation. The large statistics will allow a
better understanding of the physics backgrounds for
LFV modes. In addition, an increase in signal effi-
ciency will be achieved at Belle II thanks to higher

FIG. 5: Distribution of events in the 2D planes
described in the text for τ → eγ candidates at BaBar

(left) and τ → µγ candidates at Belle (right). The
2σ elliptical signal region is shown in both cases.

Figures from [20] and [21].

trigger efficiencies and improvements in the recon-
struction algorithms. On the other hand, beam back-
grounds are a potentially more serious concern than
in the predecessor Belle. The sensitivity expected at
Belle II for the τ → `γ modes is at the O(10−9) level
with the full data set [22].

B. τ− → `−`+`−

Belle and BaBar have also searched for the LFV de-
cay τ− → `−`+`− in six possible combinations when
` = e or µ, with Belle imposing the strongest upper
limits [23] listed at Table I. Signal events are defined
by four reconstructed tracks, combining 3 charged lep-
ton candidates with invariant mass m``` around the
mass of the τ lepton and with ∆E around 0. An
advantage of the 3 lepton LFV decay channels with
respect to τ → `γ modes is they are ”background-
free”, in the sense that no background events are ex-
pected in the signal region. To illustrate, Figure 6
shows remaining events in the m``` vs ∆E at Belle
for τ− → e−e+e− and τ− → µ−µ+µ− after selec-
tion criteria is applied. It is clear the low background
when compared to the plots shown for τ → `γ and
the absence of events close to the signal region.

TABLE I: Current best upper limits in the
branching ratios of LFV τ decays to three leptons,

imposed by the Belle experiment [23].

Mode U.L. (90% C.L.)

τ− → e−e+e− 2.7× 10−8

τ− → µ−µ+µ− 2.1× 10−8

τ− → µ−e+e− 1.8× 10−8

τ− → µ−µ+e− 2.7× 10−8

τ− → e+µ−µ− 1.7× 10−8

τ− → µ+e−e− 1.5× 10−8
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FIG. 6: Distribution of events in the 2D m``` vs ∆E
planes for τ− → e−e+e− (left) and τ− → µ−µ+µ−

(right) candidates at Belle. The elliptical signal
region is shown in both cases. Figure from [23].

Of particular interest is the decay τ− → µ−µ+µ−,
which can be searched in proton-proton collisions at
the LHC experiments thanks to a clean signature
of muons in the trigger systems. Searches are per-
formed via W− or heavy hadron decays containing
a τ lepton with the subsequent LFV decay. The
strongest limit from proton collisions is set by the
LHCb experiment, searching τ− → µ−µ+µ− events
in τ leptons coming from semileptonic decays of b
and c hadrons. Signal events are reconstructed from
3 muon candidates, and two multi-variable analy-
sis classifiers are used to perform signal discrimina-
tion. Without a significant excess in the defined sig-
nal region, the 90% C.L. upper limit set by LHCb is
B(τ− → µ−µ+µ−) < 4.6 × 10−8 [24].

C. Semileptonic τ LFV modes

The τ is the only lepton heavy enough to decay
into hadrons, enabling semileptonic LFV modes. For
the searches of τ LFV modes, semileptonic decays are
classified as a lepton and a pseudoscalar meson: τ− →
`−P 0 with S0 = π0, η, η′,K0

S ; a lepton and a scalar
meson τ− → `−f0(980); a lepton and a neutral vector
meson: τ− → `−V 0 with V 0 = ρ, ω,K∗(892), φ; or a
lepton and two mesons τ− → `−h1h2. Figure 7 show
the 52 neutrinoless 2-body and 3-body decay modes
searched by CLEO [25], the B-Factories and the LHC
experiments, as well as projections for the upper limits
to be set at Belle II with 5 and 50 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity recorded.

IV. SEARCHES OF LFV WITH B MESONS

Recent hints of lepton non-universality observed in
semileptonic decays of B mesons and b → s`` tran-
sitions [27, 28] could be explained by BSM scenarios
that enable LFV in B meson decays, such as models
with leptoquarks [29] or a new Z ′ boson [30].

A. B0
(s) → eµ decays

In scenarios with BSM interactions, the branching
ratio for B0

(s) → e±µ∓ decays can be enhanced up to

O(10−11). Best upper limits for B0
(s) → e±µ∓ are im-

posed by the LHCb experiment. Search is performed
with 3 fb−1 of data collected from pp collisions at 7
and 8 TeV. Signal candidates are identified by com-
bining two tracks identified as a muon and an electron,
with a common vertex and invariant mass around the
mass of the B0

(s) meson. Major background contribu-

tions come from B decays with misidentified or miss-
ing final states. A boosted decision tree (BDT) is
used to discriminate signal events, using both can-
didates with and without bremsstrahlung correction.
Without significant excess of events in the signal re-
gion [31], the 90% C.L. upper limits set by LHCb are

B(B0 → e±µ∓) < 1.3× 10−9,

B(B0
s → e±µ∓) < 6.3× 10−9.

(4)

B. B0
(s) → τ` decays

Another possibility is to explore two-lepton LFV
decays of the B mesons with a τ lepton included. Final
states involving a τ make the reconstruction harder
due to the presence of missing energy in the signal
candidate.

The LHCb experiment has set the strongest limits
for the branching ratio of B0

(s) → τ±µ∓. With τ lep-

ton candidates reconstructed from τ− → π−π+π−ντ ,
a simultaneous fit on 4 regions of the response of a
BDT is used to search for an excess of events around
the mass of the B meson. Assuming no cross-feed
contamination between both FLV channels given the
overlap between the B0 and B0

s signal regions, the
upper limits

B(B0 → τ±µ∓) < 1.4× 10−5,

B(B0
s → τ±µ∓) < 4.2× 10−5,

(5)

at 95% C.L. are obtained [32].

In the case of the LFV decay to a τ lepton and an
electron, the Belle experiment imposes the strongest
constrain for the branching ratio of B0 → τ±e∓.
Since the initial state for the B-pair is well defined, a
hadronic B tag is used to infer the momentum of the
B meson on the opposite side and the τ lepton can-
didate does not require to be reconstructed. Instead,
the missing invariant mass of the event is determined
and signal candidates are searched around the mass
of the τ lepton. Without an excess with respect to
the background level expectation, Belle sets an upper
limit at 90% C.L. of B(B0 → τ±e∓) < 1.6×10−5 [33].
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FIG. 7: Current observed upper limits at CLEO, BaBar, Belle, ATLAS, CMS and LHCb experiments for the
52 LFV 2-body and 3-body τ lepton decays, as well as projections for expected upper limits at Belle II. Figure

from [26].

C. b→ s``′ transitions

Extensions of the SM that enable LFV b → s``′

transitions predict branching ratios up to the range
108 − 1010. Table II lists best limits to the date for
the transitions with the three generations of leptons
involved, showing less stringent limits when τ leptons
are included in the final state due to the missing en-
ergy in the reconstruction process. Models of LFV
can produce signatures with different charge configu-
rations, and both limits are provided in addition to
the sum.

Upgrades I and II at LHCb, as well as searches with
the full data set to be collected by Belle II, project an
improvement in the upper limits of one order of mag-
nitude for the next decade. Early results with the full-
event interpretation algorithm at Belle II show higher
tag-side reconstruction efficiency [34, 35], opening the
possibility for further constraints in the limits with
inclusive tagging techniques.

V. LFV SEARCHES WITH BOSONS

Searches of LFV modes in the decays of the Z and
Higgs bosons are accessible only at high-energy col-
liders and complementary to LFV searches in leptons
and mesons. On the other hand, any BSM mecha-
nism that produces LFV interactions in bosons would
enable them also in low-energy processes. In conse-
quence, limits from LFV decays of muons and tau
leptons set indirect limits on the maximum branching

TABLE II: Limits in branching ratios for b→ s``′

transitions.

Mode U.L. (90% C.L.) Experiment

B+ → K+µ−e+ 7.0× 10−9 LHCb [36]

B+ → K+µ+e− 6.4× 10−9 LHCb [36]

B0 → K0µ±e∓ 3.8× 10−8 Belle [37]

B0 → K∗0µ+e− 5.7× 10−9 LHCb [38]

B0 → K∗0µ−e+ 6.7× 10−9 LHCb [38]

B0 → K∗0µ±e∓ 9.9× 10−9 LHCb [38]

B0 → φµ±e∓ 1.6× 10−8 LHCb [38]

B+ → K+τ±µ∓ 4.8× 10−5 BaBar [39]

B+ → K+τ±e∓ 3.0× 10−5 BaBar [39]

ratios for Z/H → ``′ decays [40].

A. Z0 → ``′ decays

In the case of the LFV mode with leptons of first
and second generation only, reconstruction of Z0 →
e±µ∓ candidates is performed from tracks associated
with an electron and a muon, and searching for an
excess in the invariant mass meµ of the signal candi-
dates around the mass of the Z0 boson. The ATLAS
experiment has set the best limit for Z → e±µ∓ using
20.3 fb−1 of data collected in pp collisions at 8 TeV.
Main background comes from Z0 → τ+τ− with the
subsequent leptonic decay the τ lepton, as illustrated
by Figure 8. The mass spectrum is consistent with
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the background expectations, and an upper limit of
B(Z0 → e±µ∓) < 7.5× 10−7 at 95% C.L. is set [41].

FIG. 8: Invariant mass distribution of Z0 → eµ
candidates in data collected by ATLAS, with

background expectation from MC processes after the
selection cuts are applied. Figure from [41].

Limits with a τ lepton in the final state are still
dominated by the LEP experiments OPAL and DEL-
PHI. The reconstruction of Z0 → τ±`∓ decays with
` = e, µ is performed with criteria optimized for
the identification of an electron or a muon and a
charged cone associated with a τ decay. A cone con-
sists of charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters
within a cone of half-angle 35◦. The background
events are composed mostly of Z0 → τ+τ− events
with subsequent τ− → `−ν̄`ντ in one of the leptons.
The observed candidates are consistent with the ex-
pected background, and limits at the 95% C.L. are
set [42, 43]:

B(Z0 → τ±e∓) < 9.8× 10−6 (OPAL),

B(Z0 → τ±µ∓) < 1.2× 10−5 (DELPHI).
(6)

In all Z0 LFV modes, an improvement in the up-
per limits by a factor of 10 is expected with the data
collected by the high-luminosity LHC.

B. H → ``′ decays

The best limit for the LFV mode for a Higgs boson
H → e±µ∓ is imposed by the ATLAS experiment,
using 139 fb−1 of data collected in pp collisions at
13 TeV. The search is performed with a similar strat-
egy as described in the previous section, combining an
electron and a muon candidates and performing a fit

in the invariant mass meµ distribution. Events from
top quarks are suppressed by identifying b-hadrons
in the final state, using a multivariate algorithm with
calorimeter and tracking information, and the remain-
ing background events come from Z → ττ and W +
jets. Without a significant excess in the signal, an up-
per limit of B(H → e±µ∓) < 6.1× 10−7 at 95% C.L.
is established [44].

The most stringent limits for H → τ±e∓ and
H → τ±e∓ are also provided by ATLAS, based on
a data set of pp collisions at 13 TeV corresponding to
36 fb−1. Both leptonic and hadronic decays of the τ
lepton are exploited, with the lepton from the Higgs
and the τ of a different flavor to reject the strong
di-lepton background from Dell-Yan processes. The
analysis exploits boosted decision tree algorithms for
the separation of signal from background events, being
Z → τ+τ− and pairs of top quarks the most signif-
icant background components. In the absence of a
significant excess, the upper limits

B(H → τ±e∓) < 4.7× 10−3,

B(H → τ±µ∓) < 2.5× 10−3,
(7)

at 95% C.L. are set for a Higgs boson with mH =
125 GeV/c2 [45]. The upper limits are computed as-
suming no cross-feed contamination between the chan-
nels.

VI. SUMMARY

A brief experimental overview of LFV searches has
been presented, with emphasis on the strongest limits
set to the date. References have been provided for
the reader, where the details of each result can be
consulted.

Other possibilities not discussed during this talk,
but not less relevant, include searches of LFV in de-
cays of kaons: K0

L → µ±e∓ [46], K+ → π+µ+e− [47];
J/ψ decays: J/ψ → µ±e∓ [48], J/ψ → τ±e∓ [49],
J/ψ → τ∓µ∓ [50]; decays with BSM particles in-
volved: `− → `′−α [51, 52], Z ′ → ``′ [53], and several
more not covered due to time limitations.

In all the sectors presented, an improvement of
1-2 orders of magnitude is expected with the data
collected at the future muon experiment facilities,
Belle II at KEK, and the upgrades of ATLAS, CMS,
and LHCb. The experiments in the next decade will
not only rely on larger statistics but also on improved
hardware and tools that will increase the signal ef-
ficiency, and in a better understanding of the back-
ground contributions.
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